[Management of sleep-related abnormal breathing by cardiologists and hospital departments of cardiology].
In the general population there is a high prevalence of sleep-related disorders of breathing (sleep apnea). In addition to being leading symptom of excessive day-time sleepiness they are also important predictors are cardiovascular disease such as arterial hypertension, heart failure, cardiac arrhythmias and stroke. Are the cardiologists the specialists who recognize such patients and refer them to diagnostic procedures and treatment? We sent out a questionnaires to cardiologists in private practice, to hospitals with cardiology departments and to cardiology rehabilitation units in Germany in order to assess the knowledge about sleep apnea and of the current diagnostic and therapeutic procedures in patients with suspected sleep apnea. All cardiology rehabilitation units and every other practice and cardiology department listed in the reference book 'Medführer' were approached. 98% of 388 cardiologists with private practice were found to know about the disorder sleep apnea. 94.3% routinely asked their patients about any sleep disorder and specifically about excessive day-time sleepiness. More than half of the cardiologists (59.3%) questioned patients about possible sleep apnea as part of their interview, but only 32.7% carried out tests with a portable sleep apnea monitor. Most patients were referred to a sleep center. In 60% of the cardiology departments a portable sleep apnea monitor was used. Further diagnostic investigation followed in collaborating sleep centers (66.4%), because only 22.4% of the departments had a sleep laboratories. The main focus was on the diagnosis of abnormal sleep due to central or obstructive disorders of breathing. More than two thirds of the cardiology departments initiate nocturnal ventilation treatment. Cardiologists in private practice and cardiologists in hospital departments know about sleep-related abnormal breathing. The use of portable sleep apnea monitors and of polysomnography in special as parts of sleep centers within cardiology departments should be improved.